
 

SERVICE PACK inLab SW 4.2.1 

Update Description 

The service pack inLab SW 4.2.1 updates existing CEREC SW 4.2 installations.  

The service pack contains the following changes: 

 Driver problem affecting the inEos Blue corrected 

In some cases the installation of the new software altered the driver settings for the inEos Blue 

and Bluecam in a way that it was no longer possible to acquire images. (The software reports 

that the scanner is being used by another application.) This problem is permanently corrected 

with service pack 4.2.1 

 User account control 

Changes to the user account settings in Windows can lead to complications (e.g. failure to 

recognize the scanner or milling unit; errors during the import and export of data). With service 

pack 4.2.1 the user account setting has no impact on the inLab SW regardless of the specific 

setting.  

 Message if at least one license drive is not up-to-date 

The firmware version of all connected license drives will be automatically checked. If at least 

one license drive has an outdated firmware the software will request the user to update it.  

 Error with initial proposals for pontic s corrected 

In some cases the initial proposal was not good when using the group tool parallel.  

 Fixed error if restoration parameters are opened with an Italian language setting 

 Black textures on Omnicam Connect cases 

After the download of an Omnicam Connect case black textures could appear on the 

model. This error is corrected.   

 Fixed error sometimes occurring while drawing the margin 

 Optimized blocking out of inlay preparations with strong undercuts for Omnicam  

 Error during model orientation fixed 

After setting the model axis a software freeze was possible, thisis permanently corrected 

with 4.2.1. 

An existing inLab SW 4.2 installation is required for this service pack.  
 
We recommend all inLab SW 4.2 users to install this service pack. . 


